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About This Game

Uncover dark forces emanating from the heart of Old Town, and grab spooky accessories for your front yard makeover, too!
You’ll be spellbound by this adorably ghoulish horror-themed puzzle game.

Match shapes to stamp out evil and advance through Old Town, gathering gold and powerups as you go. Shop for yard
decorations that boost your gameplay. Unleash exploding pumpkins, silver crosses, holy water, and more.

The time has come to unlock the sinister secret of Spooky Bonus. A blood curdling adventure awaits you!

Features:

Smooth, enjoyable match-3 gameplay.
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13 crazy bonus items from garlic bombs to silver bullets.

Collect 6 multi-level powerup items.

Decorate your house and yard with spooky ornaments.

Relaxed or Timed game modes.

Gloriously ghoulish graphics.

Specially-composed, classical music.

Play 100 unique levels.

Can set backgrounds as Desktop Wallpaper (PC only.)

Please Note: This game is not a mobile port. It was built exclusively for PC/Mac.
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Cute match 3. Starts off with simple matching, but adds new elements frequently (webbed blocks, stone blocks, etc).
Recognizes matches such as L shaped or cross shaped. Matches of 4 or more create an object which can be double clicked or
swapped to trigger, effecting a different sized area. This behavior can be different than some other match 3s, at least until the
objects are upgraded. No microtransactions. Powerups recharge with dust gathered in-game.. This game is adictive, i thought I
would play for "just 5 minutes" ....NO CHANCE!! 2 hours later I was so wrong!!

I am playing on relaxed mode and its very easy to play, the graphics are quaint and cute and the gameplay is really good!!
I would recommend this, as I normally play RPG\/RTS\/MMORPG\/MOBA and it gives you a break from taking over what
ever world\/baddie\/team needs a right shoeing next!!!. This is a great puzzler in the genre of the connect 3(4\/5) of the same
thing to clear. Halloween themed and a variety of map shapes and levels to keep things interesting to the very end. Great for all
the family and good clean fun. Sounds are well done, graphics are good for this type of game.

If you like "bejewelled" style games and are in the market for a cheap themed game, I recommend this one. Achievements and
unlocks are there for added play value.

Would trick or treat again.. This actually turned out to be a nice match-3 game.

"This is Spooky Bonus; a PC puzzle game with 100 levels by Grey Alien Games, a division of Jake Birkett Computer Solutions
Ltd. The game was developed with Blitz Max."

1. Does not run on the Unity Engine! YES!
2. Playstyle is like the Puzzle Quest (MPQ) or Bejeweled match-3 style.
3. Can make match 4, 5, etc. 'L' and 'T' shapes, etc. Sometimes tiles need unlocking, etc.
4. Don't have to wait for the board to settle before making your next move.
5. The special power tiles that appear on the board you only have to click or drag them to activate. (Doesn't have to be part of a
'matching' movement).
6. Game can be played in 'timed' mode for more of a challenge, or not, for a more casual feel.

The music is decent, in fact I turned the sound effect volume down a bit and put the music to maximum. (In comparison I play
MPQ with both music and sound effects disabled).

So far I have played up to level 20 and being a veteran to the genre I have not had any issues. The gold I have collected so far
has been enough to buy all the items I have unlocked so far. I have only played each level once, so have not had to grind at all.
There is apparently 100 levels in total.

Usually each level will involve either collecting enough tiles of a certain type, or clearing a specific set of tiles on the board. The
'specific set of tiles' clearing is similar in playstyle to the "7 Wonders: Treasures of Seven" match-3 game (without the rotating
board though).

Overall this game is an enjoyable experience for beginner or veteran match-3 players and is an excellent starting point for
anyone that wants to get into the genre.. Nice, clean and colorful graphics. Stuff to unlock. Easy to 100 %. Achievements.
Trading Cards. Windowed mode. All the good things a casual game needs. Sadly no replay value at all; there's no score list, no
records to beat, just the 2 game modes and no rewards for replaying a level. Timed mode is too easy, especially if you play it
after the Relaxed mode, because you keep all your upgrades and abilities.. If your in for a great match 3 with superb storylines
and not too complicated to play and finish 100 % , this is the game for you. 100 levels of fun, cute, halloween themed icons in
this match 3 game with changing wallpapers. 6 upgradable power ups. Casual and timed mode. Use gold to buy decorations for
your house. Quick paced and "easy", but there is some strategy involved. Very similiar to games like Season Match and Tales of
the Orient.. Match-3 puzzler with a house to decorate and a Halloween\/horror theme. It's pretty fun! 100 levels and a fun little
sense of humor, with gameplay balanced so well that I never found myself frustrated but couldn't just spam powerups to hit a
last level goal. Highly recommend it, and the dev's a friendly sort.. Fun easy to play match game, well worth the sale price of
4.99
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My favorite holiday is Halloween, so this game was right up my alley (back alley that is). Love the music, perfect sounds of
darkness to listen to in my coffin. Upgrade your powers asap, or you'll be the next one 6ft under.

I played this before Spring Bonus, and assumed that since SB came after this that it'd be similar. No achievements wasn't a big
deal, and the cutesy theme was fine, but the power-ups didn't work the same.

I'm assuming this was an oversight, but after you beat relaxed mode, if you click it to timed and fight the last lvl, you get the
'beat timed mode' achievement lol.. The only match three game I've ever played is Bejeweled. Then I saw Spooky Bonus and I
knew I had to get it, since I am a fan of Spooky\/Halloween themed games.

It shows inspiration from Bejeweled, but it does not out-right copy it, like other Match three games I've seen being sold on
Steam and elsewhere.

Spooky Bonus brings in different mechanics and puzzle pieces that keep the gameplay fresh and interesting, it increases the
challenge as your progress. It also brings to you a fantastic art-style and a great soundtrack. You even have a button to change
your current desktop wallpaper to the background art of each region of Old Town.

The puzzle boards drop for you, many gold coins and bags of coins that you can pick up and use the coins to purchase things for
the house that you own in Old town. The things you can purchase are decoration and will reward you special abilities or bonuses
to existing ones. There is also pieces such as silver bullets, crosses, pumpkin bombs, flashlights, and many more that you can use
to help you solve each puzzle. It gives you abilities that once used go on a cool-down, and you must earn points to refresh them.

I have nothing negative to say about this game. It's runs perfect, I have encountered zero bugs or glitches, controls and clicking
with the mouse are perfect as well.

I did see that there doesn't appear to be any other game modes besides relax or timed, but there is a possibilty that they can be
added in the future. This doesn't stop it being a great game for me. Especially, with the amount of levels they give. Well over 50.

Currently you can choose between a nice relax mode, or a more harrowing timed mode, that makes the more challenging puzzles
interesting.

It's a perfect game for quick play sessions, or spending a few hours playing it. I highly recommend this!. This is a fun match 3
game with a spooky theme. You can play either untimed or timed (easy or hard). As you play along you can purchase items to
decorate the outside of your house and those are your bonuses and upgrades. Sometimes you only have enough money to choose
between two available bonuses and have to think about your decision.

What makes this game fun for me are the special helpful items that appear when you match 4 or 5. There are several different
ones you could get and it seems to be random. They could be really helpful in your situation or not much, but it's fun to get the
big pumpkin bomb that destroys all blocks in a square around it!

There are also helpful items that you have at the bottom of the screen and need to be charged slowly after you use them. I try
not to use them because that's the way I like to play. They are things like a hammer to get rid of stone blocks, a duster to get rid
of the webbed blocks, etc.

Each level has different goals. It could be to match a certain number of frogs or ghosts or whatever. There are also gold and
silver tiles that you have to match over to break them up. Occasionaly there are giant skulls that you have to get to fall off the
bottom of the screen by making matches under them. THere is a nice variety that keeps it from getting boring.

Graphics are good, Music and effects are okay (I especially love the splat sound of the pumpkin bomb!).

There are achievements and trading cards!

And it has frogs! So of course it's a great game!. A very well designed match-3 game, one of the best that I have played. You
can choose to play each level in timed or relaxed modes, you do not need to replay levels to unlock all the bonus power-ups you
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can buy (I purchased everything just before the last stage). The game has a nice sense of progression and never gets too difficult
even in timed mode. It took me just over ten hours to complete the game in timed mode, and then I played the last level in
relaxed mode to unlock the last achievement.

The game is highly recommended if you like match-3 games.. A match 3 (or more!) puzzle game with decent challenge and as
compulsive as other Grey Alien Games title.

Very small download size, great game to play on a break or compulsively for a couple of hours ;)

Halloween theme, no microtransactions, a decent challenge , although 1 achievement looks hard as nails!

Would recommend, but if you've not played a game by this dev team before, I'd recommend "Regency Solitaire" even more!.
An awesome game, untarnished by the chlamydia of modern match-three games: microtransactions. There is visual variety
compared to your average Jewels clone, there are interesting power ups and upgrades, there is even a story, albeit not a Bram
Stoker Award material (and undertandibly so - expecting a compelling story from a match-three game is like expecting a good
character arc from a porno). Most importantly, however, the game isn't ridiculously, frustratingly difficult. Your only limitation
is the timer, which can be turned off at any time. Where Candy Crush and the like tries to twist your arm to buy more crap,
Spooky Bonus lets you enjoy itself at your own pace. Can be as addictive as PCP but without the need to rob pocket money
from school kids. Recommended!. Nice match squares game with lots of things going on. Well presented. Nice sounds and
graphics. Quite difficult in parts but not difficult enough to be frustrating. You get the "just one more go" feeling.
Completed to 100% after 19 Hours so a lot of hours for your money.
Definitely recommended if you like these types of games.. Spooky Bonus is a casual game that is set in a town called Old Town.
This town has been haunted by an evil vampiress who is the cause of the strange things happening. It is up to you to take out the
vampiress in various parts of Old Town by navigating the 100 levels of board matching 3s of candles, toads, cats, skulls and
other enemies. Matching more than 3 of a kind results in bonus powerups that can be used to eliminate enemies on the board.
Coins randomly come down to the board that will come in handy as part of the game\u2019s currency.

The Old Town is divided into several sectors that eventually lead to the final section, which is the crypt, the residence of the evil
vampiress. There are powerups to purchase from an elderly shopkeeper who is relying on you to rid Old Town of its evil. The
powerups can be upgraded over time as you accumulate more gold throughout each board level. You can also purchase
decorations for the house that act as powerups of their own that make you more powerful as you progress through the town.
Powerups lead to more explosions that will eliminate more enemies from the board. For example, a pumpkin appears after
matching 4 of a kind in the early levels. Moving the pumpkin in any direction will cause an explosion that will eliminate several
enemies on the board. Upgrading the pumpkin from purchasing a house decoration will increase its explosion radius. Other nice
powerups that appear on the board from matching more than 3 of a kind include silver bullets, holy water, and garlic bombs.
There are 6 powerups at the bottom of the screen that can be used to quicken the pace and each can be upgraded to level 3 for
greater effects.

This game is like other games with boards that require matches of 3s such as Bejeweled, Candy Crush Saga, and other casual
games. However, Spooky Bonus does not challenge you like other casual games in that you cannot make a wrong move. There
are two modes, including the Relaxed mode and the Timed mode. The Relaxed mode allows you to take your time to make the
necessary matches to complete the level. The UI shows you how many of each kind you must eliminate to complete the level.
The Time mode includes an hourglass indicating how much time you have remaining before you fail the level. However, this is
as challenging as the game gets. Typically, matching games will challenge you to make a limited number of moves before
failure. Therefore, this game is as casual as it gets for a matching game.

The graphics are nice to look at, but nothing extraordinary or demanding which is no surprise for an indie and casual game. The
audio sounds realistic with the music constantly sounding appropriate for a horror themed game, as it is well composed. The
explosions also sound appropriate according to the explosion of the powerup upon moving it left, right, up, or down.

I think Spooky Bonus is a fun game for everyone because it is entertaining without being too challenging or frustrating.
Hardcore Bejeweled fans may find this game not challenging enough because there are unlimited moves for each level. The
greatest challenge is the timed mode, but there are still unlimited moves. I recommend Spooky Bonus for its entertainment value
more than for its challenge value. It is a nice job by indie developer Grey Alien Games.
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My Score: 7.5\/10

Please wishlist Ancient Enemy - coming soon!:
Ancient Enemy is an atmospheric RPG card game due out this summer. It's built with our Shadowhand engine but features a
different theme/story and new mechanics. It's going to be great!

You can wishlist it here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Check out our new Patreon page!:
This Patreon is for fans of our games and also for people interested in knowing more about indie game development. Is that
you? If so, we'd love it if you became a Patreon. Thanks!

https://www.patreon.com/GreyAlien. Jewel Match Solitaire 2 Collector's Edition - coming soon!:
We are pleased to announce that we will be publishing Jewel Match Solitaire 2 Collector's Edition on Steam on April 18th!

It's PACKED full of great solitaire.

Please wishlist it here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1035770/Jewel_Match_Solitaire_2_Collectors_Edition/. Trading Cards released!:
We just added 6 spooky trading cards to Spooky Bonus along with profile backgrounds, badges, and emoticons. Enjoy!. 
Shadowhand, our latest game is out now! (10% off):
We are proud to announce that Shadowhand, our prequel to Regency Solitaire, has now been released and if you and fancy
trying a bit of highway robbery and swashbuckling in 1770 England, then please check it out!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/427490/Shadowhand/

It's rated as very positive by Steam customers.

Enjoy!
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